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Thoughts on The Russia-Ukraine Conflict 

Over the past 24 hours, the Russia-Ukraine conflict has moved into a new phase. 

This is terrible news for the Ukrainian people and disconcerting for us all. War 

incites great emotion and fear. We want to do our best to provide our thoughts on 

the situation through an investment lens. So, we apologize in advance if we seem 

impersonal to those impacted. We’re not, but we find we need to objectively look 

at the markets in times like these. 

  

It’s no surprise that military conflict leads to market uncertainty and volatility, which 

is exactly what we are seeing. This week the major US averages entered 

correction territory by falling over -10% from recent highs. And while many 

expected 2022 to be volatile due to more traditional events such as the mid-term 

elections and the Federal Reserve raising interest rates, few called for war as the 

exogenous event. This creates new challenges, as there’s no timeline telling us 

how long the military conflict will last or how grave the consequences will be. That 

is the phase we are in right now. 

  

Instead of providing predictions on potential outcomes and Russia’s true motive, 

we find it best to look back through history to provide us some context. It is always 
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helpful to explore market history to understand how markets and investor 

psychology reacted during similar times of conflict. When we look back through 

history, we can see that markets typically normalize through most geopolitical 

events, even the most extreme ones. 

 

Geopolitical Events and US Market Reactions 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

  

As you can see from the table above, there have been many conflicts over the 

past 100 plus years. Some much larger than others, but all serious in their own 

right. We’ve found that despite some severe pullbacks – World War II the most 

severe at -40.4% not including dividends – on average the fear in the markets is 

nearly always overstated relative to actual market performance. When we 

collectively look at all the events, the average peak to trough drawdown is -13%, 

the level at which major averages currently sit. That said, if we look at average 

three, six, and twelve-month returns following the start of each conflict, all three 
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time periods are positive. That’s right, positive. Taking it a step further, three years 

down the road markets are higher more than 80% of the time with an average 

return of nearly 30%. Again, while we can’t predict the future, we can use history 

as a useful and instructive guide. Putting today’s events into historical context 

should remind us that geopolitical events impacting markets create temporary 

pullbacks. 

  

Here at CIA, we remind our families that market corrections happen every 1.6 

years, more often than anyone would care to see. And just as we seem to be 

turning the corner from a global pandemic which shut down the global economy, 

we are now dealing with fears of a major world conflict. While we have no control 

over the next geopolitical twist and turn, we do have control over where we invest 

our families' portfolios, which include income-producing assets and adequate 

levels of dry powder. Dry powder refers to safety assets within your portfolio (cash, 

US treasuries, and investment-grade bonds). 

  

This is a formula that has proven to work over the course of history despite wars, 

recessions, and global pandemics. It is our belief consistent income coupled with 

dry powder should allow portfolios to weather periods of extreme stress and 

volatility. 

  

As always, we’re here to help and will continue to monitor the situation. 

- Capital Investment Advisors' Investment Committee 

  

This information is provided to you as a resource for informational purposes only. Information 

presented herein is provided to you as a guideline for general information and might not be 

applicable to your individual situation. Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of 

principal. There is no guarantee offered that investment return, yield, or performance will be 

achieved. There will be periods of performance fluctuations, including periods of negative 
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returns. Past performance is not indicative of future results when considering any investment 

vehicle. The views and opinions expressed are for educational purposes only as of the date of 

production/writing and may change without notice at any time based on numerous factors, 

such as market or other conditions. This information is being presented without consideration 

of the investment objectives, risk tolerance, or financial circumstances of any specific client 

and might not be suitable for all clients. As always, talk to your investment advisor about your 

specific situation and/or to notify us should any changes arise in your financial situation or 

investment objective.  
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